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• Lifestyle
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Charles Ingalls of Beta Theta Pi plays pool in the basement of
his fraternity house. (Chris Taggart photo.)

• Fitness 2000

Program offers challenge
By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus staff
A new physical fitness program
sponsored by the DepartmentofRecreational Sports is challenging all students,faculty and staff at the university to live and compete in a healthy
way.
"We wanted a program that would
promote everybody," said Pam
Kropp,the assistant director ofrecreationalsports."From basic exercisers
to extreme exercisers."
Fitness2000requiresparticipants
to record the type and longevity of
their physical activities on a weekly
basis.Participants are given unitsfor
the amount of exercise they have
done, and cannot exceed 250 units
per week. Different units are given
to different activities. For example,
walking for 20 minutes is worth 10
units. Physical activities include
walking,running and intramural play
and alternative activities such as hiking, skiing and rollerblading.
The goal of the participants is to
reach 2000 units by the end of the
academic year, said Dave Ames,the
associate director ofathletics. Participants who attain 2000 units are given
a T-shirt with the Fitness 2000 logo.
'The program enhances a healthier life style," Ames said."We don't
charge anything, it's motivational."
Up to 10 participants can also get
together and pool their units for the
team competition, Kropp said.
"The team competition gets people to work out as a group," Kropp
said. "Sometimes it is easier to be
active as a group and people usually
work out better with others."
Kropp said team competition is
ideal for clubs and teams hoping to
stay in shape during the off-season
and for departments who want to
"rally" together.
'The women's lacrosse team is

participating in Fitness 2000 to keep
themselves in pre-season condition
and to monitortheir workouts,"Kropp
said.
Peter Reid hascoordinated ateam
of 10 people from the Office of
Student Records named the Record
Breakers. He said the program gets
and keeps people exercising and
builds camaraderie.
"It's a good program that enables
people in the office to get associated
with fitness," Reid said."And it is a
fun thing for people to talk about
during breaks."
See FITNESS on page 4

• International students

Peruvian shop markets culture
said."With all the history Peru has,I
try to put it in every sweater to show
what Peru is."
Angela Nicholson, employee of
Theownerofa new store in downtown Bangor hopes to have it reflect Peruvian Alpacas, said Pomroy is
the atmosphere and style of Peru and wonderful to work for and she finds
bring a bit ofher country to the Bang- working at the store a lot offun.
"It brings a little more culture to
or area.
KarinaPomroy,owner ofPeruvi- downtown Bangor," she said."I like
an Alpacas and a University ofMaine the whole atmosphere of it. It's not
student,openedPeruvian Alpacastwo the typical retail store."
Besides running her store, she is
weeks before Christmas where she
sellsPeruvian sweaters,vests,gloves, taking classes at the university in
business and working to obtain a
hats, bags, rugs and jewelry.
Pomroy said she uses clothing TOEFL degree.
Pomroy says she has found her
reflecting Incan culture and that have
classes relaxing and she enjoys her
Incan designs on them.
"It's a country so rich in culture, business class in particular.
"It must be because I can apply a
it's amazing and so enigmatic," she
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus Staff

reality. Before it was,'Imagine if you
had a shop'and now it's a reality,"she
said.
Pomroy moved to Maine four
months ago from Lima, Peru (the
country's capital),and she said Maine
is quite different.
"When I first came here I said,
'Oh my God,I live in the woods!'It's
a big change."
Pomroy said she loves everything
about Maine.
"I like the people of Maine and I
like the cold and the snow, with the
exception of the ice storm," she said.
Mostly all of the items Pomroy
sells are made from Alpaca fur. The
alpaca is native to Peru and is similar
to a llama.
Alpaca is one ofthe finestfibers in
the world, and while it is very warm
See PERU on page 4
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• Election

• Gun buy back

PARAISO,Costa Rica(AP)— Under a blazing sun in a farming town called
Paradise, the ruling party's presidential candidate gave a triumphant thumbs-up
Sunday and cast his ballot in the place he calls home.
But even here, where everyone has known Jose Miguel Corrales since he was
little, the young girls lining the streets with blue-and-red pompoms were screaming for
another man by his first names: "Miguel Angel! Miguel Angel!"
Four years of economic stagnation under Corrales' National Liberation Party have
turned many Costa Ricans toward his center-right opponent, Miguel Angel Rodriguez.
Even in Paradise.
"Nobody is a prophet in his own land," Beatriz Mendez,a 30-year-old secretary,said
with a smile. She was wearing a T-shirt from Rodriguez's Social Christian Unity Party.
"The government hasn't done a lot to help us," she said. "I think we're going to
win here."
The celebration outside the school where people were voting appeared to support her
prediction. Most of the people wore the red-and-blue of Unity,and a line ofcheerleaders
as young as 5 wiggled to merengue and reggae tunes cranked out by Rodriguez's party
over a sophisticated sound•system.

LONDON (AP) — The British government launched a campaign Sunday to
encourage owners of small-caliber handguns to turn in their weapons before a neartotal ban comes into force next month.
The campaign to turn in weapons of .22 caliber and below follows last
year's surrender of weapons over .22 caliber, which netted 1,859 rifles and 4,442
handguns.
Britain adopted some of the world's toughest gun laws after Thomas Hamilton
walked into a school in Dunblane, Scotland, in 1996 and opened fire with four legally
owned handguns.
Hamilton, who belonged to a local gun club, killed 16 kindergarten pupils and their
teacher before taking his own life.
Weapons over .22 caliber were banned last year and the ban on weapons of.22 caliber
and below takes effect March 1.
Exceptions to the ban include pistols of antique and historical interest, starting
pistols, and shot pistols with very small caliber charges that are used against rats,
mice and other pests.
Gun owners who surrender their handguns to police by March 1 will receive compensation.

.•
future British plan makes life a little safer
political
Costa Ricans look at
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• Negotiation

Arafat considers offer
before making decision
RAMALLAH,West Bank(AP)— Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat on Sunday rejected a plan for
a limited Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank,
but Secretary of State Madeleine Albright called his
response "hasty" and asked him to reconsider, a Palestinian official said.
Albright asked Arafat to take two weeks to rethink his
response to a plan she presented that would turn over 10
percent more ofthe West Bank to Palestinian control in three
phases,according to a senior Palestinian official present at the
meeting, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
The Palestinians have full or partial control over 27 percent
ofthe WestBank and have said they wantcontrol of more than
90 percent before a final peace settlement with Israel.
David Bar-Illan, a senior aide to Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, said the phased plan was an American
idea, "likely based on what the Americans have surmised
Israel is ready to offer." He added that Israel "insists on
concrete action on the part of the Palestinian Authority
before any territory is relinquished."
Israel's Cabinet has come up with a list of demands —
most related to security — that the Palestinians must meet
before Israel withdraws from any territory.
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• Attack

Sri Lankan government
set to stop Tamil Tigers
COLOMBO,Sri Lanka(AP)— Sri Lankan troops
beat back an assault by separatist rebels Sunday,
killing 300 guerrillas and dealing rebel forces their
worsi military setback so far this year.
Twenty soldiers were killed and another 80 wounded in
the five-hour battle near Kilinochchi,about 165 miles north
of Colombo, a military spokesman said.
Government ground forces were supported by air and
artillery strikes, an army statement issued in Colombo said.
The surprise attack by Tamil Tiger rebels came three
days after the government held local elections in the Jaffna
peninsula, the Tamil heartland, aimed at giving moderate
Tamils a measure of political control.
The rebels tried unsuccessfully to sabotage the balloting, which was dominated by former guerrillas who have
laid down their weapons.
The elections,together with Sunday's attack, have stiffened the government's determination to wipe out the guerrillas altogether.
"We are now determined to go ahead and finish off the
terrorists in the battlefield," Deputy Foreign Minister Lakshman Kiriella told The Associated Press.
"We are now convinced that no way do they want a
settlement by peaceful means," he said.
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The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Chilly, more sun than
clouds highs near 41°

Tuesday's Outlook
A repeat ofthe previous
day,staying chilly, more sun
than clouds highs near41°

Extended Forecast
Wednesday... mainly
cloudy. Thursday... breezy,
overcast, light snow. Friday... breezy, overcast, possible sleet.
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• Profile

Life experience benefits non-traditional student
By Renee Batchelder
Special to the Campus
Donald "Kip" Bristol, 51, is known as
the supervising night janitor to students,
faculty and staff at Bangor High School,
where he has worked for the past 22 years.
But when he's not cleaning floors and
emptying trash cans, he spends his time in
classrooms at the University of Maine,
picking up knowledge.
Bristol is in his second year at the university trying to find a balance between a
full-time job, college classes, and his wife
and children. He had long planned on returning to college, but wasn't sure how.
"I knew I had to make up my mind now
and stop putting it off," Bristol said.
After 20 years of marriage and raising
two children, Bristol made the decision to
return to college, but not without some
apprehension from both him and his wife.
"She knew it would be a sacrifice for
us as a couple and a family, but she was all
for it because I would be bettering myself," Bristol said. "It's something I've
always wanted to do."
More than 30 years ago, Bristol graduated from high school and went on to
Utica College in New York. After two
years ofschool as a geology major,Bristol
moved with his family to Maine andjoined
the army. Along the way, college took a
back seat to supporting himself and his
family.
His educational goals were renewed
when he re-enlisted in the national guard
and was told he qualified for financial aid

aspirations; it was a whole new dimension
to Kip."
Discovering the Utica College credits
were of no use to him, Bristol decided to
pursue his love of writing at UMaine. He
has been free-lance writing over the years
and has met with some success.
"I've always wanted to be a writer.
I've been writing and trying to get published probably since high school," Bristol said."I've been writing magazine articles on outdoor survival and topics like
that. I've had two or three published."
Although he has been fortunate enough
to get some of his works in print, Bristol
has been working for the past four years
on a much bigger project. He has just
completed an adventure novel titled
"Adam's Cauldron," which spans the continents. Beginning in Boston and crossing
the ocean to Africa, the story is about two
women searching for their missing husbands. The women are eventually taken
prisoner by an ancient tribe of Neanderthal-like people who live in a volcano with
dinosaurs. Bristol said he's hesitant about
Donald "Kip" Bristol. (Courtesy photo.) publishing the story because a book with

a similar story line has already been published.
Bristol is finding difficulties at school
that all students must go through. The
prospect of choosing the right classes
weighs heavy on his mind. Finding the
correct adviser has also been slightly troublesome for Bristol.
"I'm still having a problem trying to
understand the registration process. Trying to find out which classes I need, and
which ones I have to take," Bristol said.
"It's confusing because you have two different criteria to choose classes from."
Bristol has also had to deal with scheduling problems. One class he needs to take
is only offered in the afternoon, when he
needs to be at work.
The busy schedule that has become his
life has earned him the respect and admiration of his co-workers.
"He's extremely intelligent and he is
very perceptive," Tingley said."Now that
I know him, I admire him tremendously
for what he's doing. I think Kip is a
perfect example of an excellent non-traditional student."

through the G.I. bill.
"In this program you only get 36 months
of financial aid," Bristol said. "I had a
small window of opportunity in which to

do this."
Bristol approached Paula Tingley, a
guidance counselor at Bangor High
School, for assistance in gaining admission to the university. Known to most
people as "Kip" the janitor, Tingley was
surprised at his request.
"People aren't aware of what goes on
in his life outside Bangor High," Tingley
said. "I was unaware of his educational
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Student Government 1998 - 1999
Budgets for Clubs, Boards & Committees will be
available Wednesday, February 11, 1998 in Room
102 Murray Hall at 6:00 pm.
All eligible Clubs, Boards & Committees are requested to send 2 representatives to
attend this information session regarding the Annual Budget Process.

Requirements
Your Club must have funding approval and the president must be an
undergraduate student. (To check your status, please come to the
Student Government FAO as soon as possible.)

Deadline
For submitting completed forms to the Student Government Financial Affairs
Office (FAO) is: Tuesday, March 24, 1998 by 3:00 pm. A sign up sheet will
be posted in the bulletin board outside the Student Government office for
groups to meet with the Vice- President for Financial Affairs from

February 11 through March 27.

No requests for budgets will be accepted after the deadline.
Call 581-1778 if you have any questions.
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Peru

from page 1

like wool,itfeels softand light.Pomroy said the
reason for the alpaca's fiber being so soft is
probably because ofthe high altitudes they live
in, between 5,000 and 8,000 meters.
Pomroy said alpaca's quality is much better
than wool.While woolsweaters may lasttwo or
three years, alpaca sweaters last much longer.
"One man came in and said he had an alpaca
sweater for 20 years, which he has used every
year," she said.
Although she didn't haveasign up when she
first opened,Pomroy said she was pleased with
how everything went.
"It was great," she said."The best ofthis is
my location is really good."
The store is located in an ideal spot in
downtown Bangor, next to Cadillac Mountain
Sports and the Grasshopper Shop.
Pomroy said the store's grand opening
went well. Included in the turnout was her
neighbors,the chamber ofcommerce and local
news media.
"I thought I would be nervous, but it was

natural and it was very good," she said.
Pomroy said she originally wanted to open
her store in the Bangor Mall,but she decided to
choose downtown Bangor.She is hoping,along
with the other businesses in the area, to return
downtown Bangor to how it used to be.
"Talking with people, I thought we could
change and give the people an opportunity to
change downtown Bangor," she said.
Pomroy said downtown Bangor is great
because there is such a variety of stores and
businesses.
Pomroy said her target market was originally young people, but she has found that people
who are 30 and up have had the largest interest
in the store.
Nicholson said there have been an assortment of people coming into the store, but there
are a predominant amount who have a knowledge of Peru.
Nicholson said the most popular items people have been buying lately have been gloves
and hats.

Fitness

from page 1

Ames said it is known that being physically
fit has a positive effect on students,faculty and
staff.
"People that are in better shape take less
time offfrom work and school,feel better and
are more productive," Ames said.
A newsletter, which includes tabulations of
the participants' unit totals, is also available.
'The newsletter is a really good source for
communication,to provide fitnessinformation,"
ICropp said. "It also gives people recognition."
The program,in its first year,has been more
popular than anticipated.

"There are 127 people participating right
now; that overshot my expectations," Kropp
said."And people can and still are signing up,
which is great."
Ames said he hopes the successfulness of
the program will prompt contributions that
could be used toexpand the program. Presently,
money for T-shirts is being taken from the
recreation department's operating fund, Ames
said.
"Wecould dothingslike rafflesif wecan get
some prizes to give out,"Kropp said."We have
really big ideas for this."

Q. I was driving slowly in Orono
on an icy street when I was rear-ended by another car. My car needs repairs. Who is responsible? Who will
pay for the rental car I need?
A. In almost every instance, the second automobile in a line of collision is
primarily responsible for the accident.
If you are not at fault, Maine law entitles
you to a rental car for 45 days or as long
as it is required to repair your vehicle,
whichever is shorter.
The simplest way to obtain the rental car is for the insurance company of
the driver at fault to authorize the rental. Otherwise, you will need to make
your own financial arrangements for
the rental vehicle and then seek reimbursement.
Several other students have asked
questions concerning storm conditions.
Whose responsibility is it to shovel
walkways? Unless an entire house is
rented or the lease states otherwise, it
is the landlord's responsibility to keep
entrances clear and passable for tenants. Some landlords will provide shovels, sand and salt on the premises, so
that the tenants can help make the walkways and stairs safe.

Another concern regards the enormous weight on roofs created from the
heavy ice buildup and snow. If you
have a leak or other concern, consult
with your landlord. If that does not
result in satisfaction, consult with the
municipal Code Enforcement Officer
to determine if you are living in a safe
dwelling. Be careful not to park or
walk under a roof with a danger of
falling ice.
Finally, I would caution everyone to
leave extra distance between your vehicle and the one in front of you. Slippery
roadways make it that much more difficult to stop your vehicle.
Please walk with caution until the
weather improves. It has been a trying
time for all of us and I would like to see
each of you have a safe semester without weather-related accidents.
Student Government Legal Services,
provided by Curtis and Griffin, is located on the third floor of the Memorial
Union, (581-1789). Office hours are
Monday and Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Thursday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Curtis can also be reached via e-mail at
TCurtis@Maine.Maine.edu. Copyright
Theodore S. Curtis, Jr. 1998.

Have an idea for an event, but lack the money to put it on?
Currently planning a program that could use additional funding?
Interested in organizing a big campus event for your organization?
You should know we gave away

$67,964
Cast yearfor student programs!
your organizations couldgainfunding, too!

Ifyou'vegot the idea, we
1996-97 sponsored events were:
Culturefest, Black History Month,
Gay Pride Week, New Student
Welcome Weekend, Violent
Femmes, Earth week 97, Bumstock,
a number of guest speakers, and
various awareness weeks and
Greek functions

got thefunds!

Applications are available at the following Memorial Union locations
Association of Graduate Students - 3rd Floor
Student Government - 3rd Floor
The Union Board Office - 2nd Floor
Center for Students and Community Life - 3rd Floor
Application deadlines this semester for consideration are:
January 27, February 10, February 28, March 17, April 14, April 28,
1998
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Sex Matters
Q: Is it true that sex is good exercise?
Female,First-year.
A: While it does fall into the "exercise"
category, I wouldn't suggest it as your only
source of exercise. It is aerobic,involves using
your muscles,and bums afew calories,sofrom
that perspective it could be considered pretty
good exercise.
Q:My housemate has had sex with many
girlsthissemesterand is depressed each time
after it happens because he feels "dirty".
Why does he keep doing this? Male,Senior.
A:I suspect your housemate is looking for
something,but not finding it through his meth-

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.d

od of one-night stands. Sometimes it takes
people longertofigure out whatis useful behavior. You can see it - he cannot.Have you tried to
talk to him about your observations? It may be
usefulfor him to know you are concerned about
him.Maybe hecould talk aboutthe issues- what
he's really reaching out for in these sexual
encounters.As many people havelearned,while
sex can be enjoyable in a single encounter,it is
generally more satisfying in the context of a
relationship.
Q:Do women have sexual urgeslike men
do? Female,Junior.
A: Yes, but like anything else, there are

variations between individuals. While society
may try to portray women as uninterested in
sex,the reality is thatpeople vary.Some women
and some men have very high sexual urges,
while other men and women do not.
Q:Do women reallyfakeorgasms? Male,
Sophomore.
A:Did you see the movie"When Harry Met
Sally"? Certainly, some women have faked or
do fake orgasm; so do some men.In my most
recent survey of my Human Sexuality class,
63% ofthe women and 32% ofthe men admitted they had faked an orgasm!! Actually,as our
society has come to expect that women should

be enjoying sex, the pressure for her to reach
orgasm(or pretend she has)hasincreased; more
women are probably faking now (so much for
sexual freedom)than in the earlier times when
women's enjoyment wasn't even discussed or
expected. Some people suggest that women
fake orgasm, men fake foreplay.
Sandra L Caron is an Associate Professor
of Family Relations/Human Sexuality in the
College ofEducation & Human Development;
she teaches CHF35I:Human Sexuality. QuestionsforDr. Caron can be sentdirectly to herat
The Maine Campus, Chadbourne Hall. Copyright Sandra L Caron 1998

Greeks

from page 1

dry since its inception in 1905. Miller predicts
anotherfive will announce the same intentions
in the next six or seven months.
A number of Greeks blame the media for
perpetuating the stereotypes oftheir organization by only reporting on negative events.
"With the misconstrued attitude that anything one reads about in the newspaper or sees

on the news must be the absolute truth, the
media does nothing to help the Greek community at large," Matthew Smith,of Kappa Sigma, said.
Another fraternity member was less critical.
"I think that the media does treat Greeks
fairly,"Brad Fox ofSigma Alpha Epsilon said.

"It has been my experience that the media
reports on the good and the bad of fraternity
life, though getting them to do a report on
something good is a little harder than on something bad."
The "good" comes in the form of philanthropies done each semester by fraternities and
sororities. Greek chapters are required to do a
number of philanthropies each semester, but
usually exceed the quota. Dana estimated
Greeks put in 40,000 hours of community
service just last semester.
"Once you start doing it, you get to feel the
benefits ofit," Jenn Nelson ofPi Beta Phi said.
Greeks continue to benefit the university

after graduation as well. According to Jeff
Mills of the General Alumni Association,
Greek alumni accounted for 58 percent of
total contributions last year,though they make
up only about 15 percent of living alumni.In
all, Greek alumni donated $1.96 million last
year.
"There's a historical pattern of Greeks
giving more to the university, percentagewise," Mills, a Greek alumnus of UMaine,
said. "The thing that they always need to be
stressing as much as possible is what they give
back."
Next Monday, a look at what the future
holds for Greeks on campus.

Open You may learn something about yourself.
your mina
The Maine Campus

UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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Dave Grimm, Pete Parizo and Drew Francis are all members of the Greek
fraternity Beta Theta Pi. (Chris Taggart photo.)

Stop by M.C. Fernald's Today
Come in and meet our vendors!
Sample our products!

srop

and don't forget to
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Enter our Grand Prize Drawings

with each purchase, register to win one of our Grand Prize Giveaways!

Nationally Distributed Video

Opportunities
Non-Traditional Students
with Disabilities Needed to
Participate in a Higher
Education Recruitment
Video
For More Information
Call Lynn Gitlow
Phone: 581-1468 •
TTY:
581-33280dr
ip

•
•
..____... /
lynn_gitlow©umit.maine.edu

AL]tiorm_iutaus,1

Student Affairs Faculty
Recognition Award
for significant impact made by a faculty member

Caring,Dynamic,
Inspirational,
Supportive,
Interested in you.
Do these words describe one of your U Maine
faculty members? Has this person made an
impact on your life?
Nominate them for a faculty
Recognition Award!
Elk•411110 To nominate a faculty member who has made a
significant impact on your life, please submit a
paragraph, with the faculty member's name,
your name, and your phone number. You may
send or bring your nomination to the Office
ofthe Vice President for Student
Affairs, 218 Alumni Hall, by Friday,
February 6,1998.
_____.===manw-•

4110 -

If your nominee is selected, you will be
asked to present a recognition award to
the faculty member at a reception on
March 26,1998.
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Wilde Stein proposal bears look
ilde Stein recently proposed adding a question Campus Living's
housing application to determine
students' feelings with regard to homosexuality. If accepted, the question would read:
"What is the comfort level with living with
someone who identifies as something other
than heterosexual?"
On one level, making distinctions between
students on the basis of sexual orientation is
troublesome because sexuality should not
be viewed as a lifestyle option, but the benefits of this question outweigh the drawbacks.
In light of the recent spate of hate crimes
on campus, two of which have involved
biases against homosexuals, the idea of
grouping non-heterosexual supporters on a
room-by-room level is .a sound one. In addition, bringing this issue to the attention of
prospective on-campus students before any
possible conflicts arise will help avoid resentment and awkwardness on the part of
the students.
Included in the proposal is the idea of
establishing "safe zones"for non-heterosexuals and their supporters. Creating a homo-

W

sexual or bisexual dormitory wing is troublesome, however; separation is not the key
to understanding. Assuming the intent of the
question is to group students who answer
"yes" with others who fill in "yes," a "safe
zone" dorm wing or floor is too much protection. But giving non-heterosexual students
a safe and supporting dorm room will help
ensure their positive university experience.
If at all possible, this question should be
employed systemwide,allowing professionals to compare response percentages and
attain a picture of what the attitudes are
around Maine. Students' identities should
be kept anonymous for such a study. Conclusions reached could lead to awareness
programs tailored to various campuses.
The most legitimate concern against
Wilde Stein's proposal is that students answering "yes" could be visible in a dormitory settings and thereby be targeted by
those who answered "no." Judging by the
swift action, albeit light in punishment, by
Public Safety in bringing to court the most
recent civil suits, there shouldn't be too
much worry.

Suicide bill shouldn't be killed
ast Wednesday,the Judiciary Committee of the Maine Legislature voted 12- I to oppose a bill that would
legalize doctor-assisted suicide. This overwhelming opposition almost ensures the
bill will not pass in the full Legislature.
Even the one opposing voter, Sen. Susan
Longley of Liberty, agrees it will probably fail, but her vote ensures it will at least
be debated in the body.
Supporters of the bill say terminally
ill patients should be allowed to die with
dignity. Those who oppose the bill say
life is too sacred to allow doctors to assist
in suicide. A recent poll of 450 Mainers
showed that 71 percent support a bill like
the one nearly defeated last week. Twenty-two percent oppose the bill and 7 percent are undecided. If these numbers are
any indication, something must be wrong
with the Judiciary Committee and the Legislature in general.
In this case, it is the bill that is faulty.
There are too many provisions that create
too many gray areas for it to be effective.
One provision specifies too narrowly who
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can and cannot be a required witness,
narrowing the prospective pool to almost
no one.
Some would ask why a bill to legalize
physician-assisted suicide is necessary.
Simply put, it is illegal to assist a suicide
in Maine. Although Jack Kevorkian has
never been found guilty of assisting suicide, he has been put through a lot of grief
that could be avoided by making the practice legal.
Individuals who are mentally competent and capable of making their own decisions should be allowed to choose whether to end their lives or live out their terminal illnesses. This is not a decision government should eliminate from the patients'
decision-making.
The current bill, as written, will most
likely be rejected, as it should be. Its
defeat, however, should not pre-empt a
later, more well-written bill. Physicianassisted suicide should be left up to the
individual and doctors should not be
prosecuted for giving their patients that
option.
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• Column

Taking stock in Bumstock
ey, I'm not an old school Bumstock fanatic with wistful memories of drunken I-think-that-happened sifting through my head, trying to
remember which year had the worst rain.
But I've smelled enough, seen enough, listened enough to feel the indelible mark every visitor to Bumstock seems to carry.
The new plans for Bumstock announced
by the General Student Senate last week
struck this chord in many students concerned by the new changes. This year's
Bumstock could prove to be the best so far,
but there are a lot of unresolved threads
that seem to have tangled a few heads. Here
are a few interpretations from a newcomer.
Why did Bumstock have to change?
No cash. Without the
monetary support of the
now defunct Student
Entertainment and Activities board, revenue
from last semester, and
probably a decreased
Student Activities check
this term, Off Campus Board — the traditional organizer of Bumstock — doesn't have
the funds to run the two-day event.
Why wasn't OCB's money managed
more effectively?
After witnessing the inquisition of OCB
late last semester by the rest of Student Government, I discovered that the money had
been used to run concerts and other events. I
hadn't been to any of them, so I couldn't
attest to their quality or profitability, but
these kinds of events are listed in the current
Student Handbook as being usual OCB activities. I did gather that events hadn't been
run with profits in mind, judging from the
investigating committee's complaint that the
money had been handled improperly.
So who's going to run it now?
Rumors flew around that various boards
or fraternities were looking to take over
Bumstock. The truth is that Residents On
Campus was forced to assist OCB for financial reasons. Coming off a successful
Wallflowers event, and with a solid Adam
Sandler show under its belt, ROC is, of
course, the obvious choice.
OK, so ROC takes over the role of the
defunct Student Entertainment and Activities board and helps out OCB with Bumstock. Off-campus students helping on-campus students, right? Super, but Bumstock is
now changed permanently.
Instead of a wide variety of bands and
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musical styles, the lion's share of the money will be devoted to two bloated events,
one of which will charge admission(?), and
the other will force small bands to play
essentially only on Saturday afternoon.
The Wallflowers concert was a family
event, and was promoted as such. I can't
imagine an act like, say, the Steve Miller
Band (about the price range of a Friday
night Alfond Arena concert) could be marketed any differently and break even. I'm
sure ROC can successfully fulfill the promises of such a musical act, but guaranteed it
will be antithetical to a Bumstock event.
So that leaves one evening for events

By Paul
Livingstone
geared to students. The events have been
forced to be smaller, and unless OCB can
somehow sneak a public beer tent or Phish
into the night's activities, it promises to be a
mediocre showing.If there were a paucity of
vendors last year,think how many will bother showing up this year.
Without places like the Ram's Horn,
Bumstock should remain the event that local
acts and small bands get their start and get
their moment in the spotlight. It should be
two days of fun and sun (hey, it can happen)
and eclectic tunes.
Twenty-five years of Bumstock should
not be left by the wayside. Last year's event
was smaller than the year before, but I was
encouraged by the displays put up by University of Maine art students, the transcendental drumming and the techno tent.
Next year, leave Bumstock alone and let
it happen the way it has been for last the last
25 years. I understand that such events require a superhuman amount of effort and
coordination and that few people appreciate
the time involved. But,from my short association with Bumstock, it has never been
about trying to bring the students the biggest
and the best, just the strangest and most
wonderful.
Paul Livingstone is a senior English
major and is the editor in chief of The
Maine Campus.
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Olympic spirit thrives
through the years

am the world's least athletic to exploit a short-lived patriotic fury
person. An utter lack of eye- have usurped the actual victory as
hand coordination, a paralyz- a goal for many competitors. Exing fear of the ball and my tenden- ternal concerns have corrupted the
SMILING CAUSES
cy to trip over nothing and end up Olympic ideal.
CANCBRprone on the floor has discouraged
Olympic officials revoked five
•me from participating in organized medals in Seoul after investigasports. A brief high school foray tions revealed government-sponinto track and field finally ended sored steroid use. Cutthroat commy delusions of athletic grandeur petition is a well-established fact
once I discovered that a grade jete of the games, but it reached a vididn't make an effective longjump. cious new low in 1994 with Tonya
But like hundreds of thousands Harding's attack on Nancy Kerrigof others,I'm a dedicated armchair an. The mean-spirited competitiveathlete. I am obsessed with the ness that has plagued the games is
• Column
Olympics. I rearrange my sched- bolstered by the high stakes inule to see the super-G or the pairs volved in every aspect ofthe Olymfigure skating long program, and piad. Training for the games rerecord miles of videotape to get
here are a few universal tural products, and there can't be beef or that American beef is un- me through the interim years.
truths when it comes to li- any more important speech than safe. Lyman merely said a potenIn a state of perfect relaxation
bel: It's extremely hard to speech about the safety of food. tial exists for mad cow disease to
libel public figures, such as politi- Who knows what has been said break out in the United States.
cians and celebrities, and you can't and why it hasn't been said?"
Veggie libel laws ignore a funlibel the dead.
The laws came about after ap- damental concept in libel law and
But is it possible to libel food? ple growers unsuccessfully sued common sense: the right of reply.
Fourteen states think so, and CBS for a 1989"60 Minutes" sto- If the Texas cattlemen were so
that's why talk-show host Oprah ry on the potential danger of the concerned that Oprah's show
Winfrey and a vegetarian activist pesticide Alar, which scientists had might bring beef prices down,they in my olive wool Army blanket quires a financial contribution that
are on trial in Texas for comments
could have put together an ad cam- cocoon, I can indulge in pepper- can skyrocket beyond an average
made on Winfrey's show in April
paign to counteract any negative mint-laced hot chocolate and hero- yearly salary. Each medal is worth
1996.
worship as Picaboo Street barrels millions.
effect her show may have had.
The activist and former cattleLillehammer figure skating
To require the media to prove down the mountain and Elvis Stojthe truthfulness of claims of un- ko nails his quadruple toe loop in medalist Oksana Baiul struck gold
safe food is to put the public in the Nagano. From the dramatic torch in 1994 at age 16 then entered a
dark and threaten the marketplace run to the theatricals of the clos- spree that only ended with her
of ideas. Agriculture industry in- ing ceremonies, the Olympic 1997 drunken driving conviction.
siders who may be privy to unsafe games provide a spectacle unri- Baiul represents the victims of a
practices would be less inclined to valed in the world. However, of new Olympic ideal, the same idego to the media. The media would late, the games have become little al that stretches ethical bounds by
recruiting professional athletes to
be less inclined to cover such sto- more than spectacle.
man, Howard Lyman, said on the linked to high cancer rates. The ries because it would be almost
Greek Olympians were tradi- bury the competition and looks
show that feeding processed live- government has since banned the impossible to prove the allega- tionally hailed as near-immortal in the other way as weightlifters instock to cattle could lead to mad pesticide.
tions. The media might find sev- a culture that prized the perfection ject steroids.
But political and commercial
cow disease's developing in the
Unlike normal libel laws, eral scientists to back up a source's of physical performance above all
United States. Hearing this, Win- which require the plaintiff to claims, but the industry would al- other virtues. Olympic competition interests threaten to dominate the
frey said she would never eat an- prove falsehood and reckless dis- ways find other scientists to say was a religious and social event games. Nagano coverage is bound
with the awe-inspiring significance to be peppered with inspiring perother burger again.
regard for the truth, most veggie otherwise.
The Texas cattlemen, who sup- laws don't require the plaintiff to
Instead of whining,farmers and of the final game of the World Se- sonal profiles, gathered by media
ply about 25 percent of the na- prove anything, putting the onus others in the agriculture industry ries crossed with Christmas Eve executives to promote the image of
tion's beef, are suing Winfrey and on the defendant to prove that the should better spend their time en- midnight Mass. Branches of olive the Olympic spirit. Yet, when proLyman under Texas' False Dis- statement in question has been suring the safety of their products were twined into the symbol of vic- fessional athletes, like the memparagement of Perishable Food scientifically proven. But science and assuring the public of their tory,and competitors entered pure- bers of 1992's"dream team,"refuse
Products Act. The cattlemen are has so few universal truths this products' quality. The industry ly for the sake of excelling. A sa- to participate in the ceremonial asseeking $12 million in damages. standard is almost impossible to should embrace skepticism and cred truce, the "ekecheiria," was pects of the games, or rent luxury
Known as a "veggie libel law," overcome, especially because use it as an asset. Without discus- declared throughout the empire and hotel suites in place of the Olymthe Texas law seeks to protect bacteria can adapt to new food- sions free from fear of retribution, war held no power over the pursuit pic Village, the spirit of the games
is undermined.
farmers from unnecessary scares handling practices. Scientists de- the food industry wouldn't be as of Olympic glory.
Nagano will strive to meet the
Yet the modern games have
that could send prices of agricul- bate all the time; is a jury orjudge safe as it is today. There's always
tural products spiraling down.
qualified to determine which sci- room for improvement, even if been interrupted twice by war, and Olympic motto of faster, higher,
However, although veggie li- entists are right and which are steps to ensure it are later proven undermined by political maneuver- stronger in the next few weeks.
bel laws are good for farmers, wrong?
ing. In 1936, Adolf Hitler attempt- Despite the encroachment of base
unnecessary.
they're bad for the public. As a
What's missing in Winfrey's
ed to use the Olympics to further motives and commercial sponsors,
Phoenix, Ariz., First Amendment case is that although 20 million
Ryan Robbins is a seniorjour- his aspirations of world domina- for a few hushed moments during
lawyer Dan Barr told The Associ- people saw the show, titled "Dan- nalism and psychology major, tion. Bombing shattered the still- Friday night's opening ceremonies,
ated Press recently, veggie libel gerous Foods," neither Lyman or and is the opinion editorfor The ness of Munich in 1972, when Pal- the Olympic spirit will ignite as it
laws "stifle speech about agricul- Winfrey told viewers not to eat Maine Campus.
estinian guerrillas attacked the Is- has for centuries, and will burn as
clearly as the torch, uniting people
raeli team.
Today, we embrace the sup- around the world. That single moposed purity of amateur competi- ment is what must be preserved at
tion,
then encourage the resulting all costs.
Letters to the editor can be sent to The Maine Campus, 4th Floor, Chadbourne Hall,
commercialization
when Olympic
University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469; via e-mail: to_the_editor@umit.maine.edu;
from
beam
Misty Edgecomb is a senior
cereal boxes
medalists
or by fax: 581-1274. Letters must be fewer than 250 words in length. Guest columns must be
pose
with
journalism
and natural resources
or
halfheartedly
Mickey
600-700
words
in
length.
The
Maine
between
Campus reserves the right to edit letters for
Mouse.The gifts and endorsements major, and is the news editor for
length, taste, style, grammar, libel. Letters must include full name, address and
set aside for Olympians in attempts The Maine Campus.
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Paring back 'veggie libel' laws

T

By Misty
Edgecomb

By Ryan
Robbins
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By Sally Brompton
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I was playing tennis with
Margo. I thought she was a
much better player than me.
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It was a very tough game.
I thought she was cheating,
but!didn't say anything.
I needed to fix my hair. Hair
is everything.
Margo was slowly losing the
game, but her hair looked
pretty good. I won anyways.
I should have become a
professional...,hairdresser.
Tennis doesn't build
character.
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Today was one ofthe
best days of my life.

Last night! had a dream
that there was a parade
downtown last Saturday.

Leold

It really started out
great.

I was frightened she'd win.
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Then I woke up again.

I liked the bands and
the old soldiers, but my
favorite was the people
marching under the
banner
"Society for those living in
Shame, and Near Poverty."
I was marching with them.
Their meetings must
a little
be interesting
quiet maybe.

2_3

IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Sudden changes in your career and social status may
catch you by surprise, but you are smart enough
to realize that progress is inevitable. If you are
really clever, you will find ways to make change
work for you. You could even grow to like it.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): There are
certain people you will never understand, no matter how hard you try. Just because you don't
understand them doesn't mean you can't like
them. Get to know a strange or unusual person
better today —you may find that opposites really
do attract.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Conflicting
planetary aspects suggest that something remarkable is about to occur either in your career or your
social scene. Whatever it is, don't take it too
seriously: You have been through bigger upheavals and survived.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Your thoughts
move fast so it is hardly surprising you get impatient with those who cannot keep up with you. But
don't be too demanding today,or you could spoil a
beautiful friendship. Make allowances for other'
failings. After all, they make allowances for you.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Don't do
something today simply to win the approval of
others. It may work in the short term, but over a
longer period of time you are liable to find that
such approval isn't worth very much. You will
get further if you stick to your principles.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): Often the best way
to get Leos to do something is to insist they do the
opposite. If someone urges you to leap without
looking today, you would do well to hesitate just
long enough to recognize the possible hazards
ahead.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept.22): There are days
when you regret making a certain commitment
and other days when you regret not having made
it sooner. If you feel trapped by a relationship, be
aware it is your attitude that is wrong, not the
relationship itself. Tomorrow you will see things
in a more encouraging light.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Don't allow
yourself to be talked out of doing something
simply because your resources are low.If it means
as much to you as you think it does,then fate will
provide. But don't use that as an excuse to sit
back and do nothing — you have to make an
effort too.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov. 21): Because the
signals you are getting from a partner or loved
one are jumbled and conflicting, it might be wise
not to make any lasting plans. The best day to
make important decisions is Friday, when the
Sun and Mercury aspect your ruling planet Pluto.
You will know exactly where you stand.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec. 21): If you
have been doing something no one approves of,
then this is not the best of days to throw yourself
on the mercy of the court. Some people are naturally old-fashioned and would like nothing better
than to regulate your actions. You are under no
obligation to let them.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Success
as an end in itself is hugely unsatisfying, and
planetary activity seems to be reminding you that
the best things in life are free. Someone with
unusual views and aims will make an unexpected
impact on you today. Like it or not, you may
never be quite the same again.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): The typical
Aquarian is attracted by the unusual, and this
sometimes brings you into conflict with people
who are suspicious of anything new. If you find
yourself arguing with someone today, don't just
assume that person is being backward. Maybe
you are asking that person to move too fast.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Try not to
react in an emotional way today, no matter how
upset or angry you feel. Certain individuals may
be impossible to deal with, but are they for real or
is it an act? Aspects suggest they could be misbehaving simply to see how you respond. Keep
your cool, and they will soon lose interest.
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By Sally Brompton

WARNING !!

HAVE YOUR PLANS FOR
REBELLION BEEN
REPLACED BY SARCASM
AND COMP LACENCY ?

I WILL DEMONSTRATE
THE DANGER WITH
THIS CAREFULLY
CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT.

441frh.,

0
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AUTHOR NORMAN SOLOMON
HAS DETERMINED THAT
THE DILBERT COMIC STRIP
15 1-4ARMFUL TO WORKERS.

.0
MY NEW POLICY 15
TO DISCRIMINATE
AGAINST SINGLE
PEOPLE. IT'S TOTALLY
LEGAL!

TTADAMS@AOL.COM

IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Forget
about tradition, forget about the way things have
always been done. If you want to be different,
this is the time. You're a unique individual with
unique ideas. The world may not be ready for
you, but you're ready for the world.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Sudden
insights require immediate action today. If you
can't act immediately at least write down your
good idea so you can come back to it later. Like a
dream that fades on waking, your vision will
soon evaporate leaving a vague feeling that something important has been allowed to pass.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You don't
like upheavals. But when, as now,they appear to
be working in your favor, you grit your teeth and
put up with them. If you adopted such a positive
attitude all the time maybe you would find that
every upheaval is an opportunity in disguise.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): If the traditional way of doing things holds no attractions for you
today, do something outrageous. Not only will it
work out better than you expected, it will give you
the confidence to think along more adventurous
lines. The world needs pioneers. Be one.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): There could
be a minor panic today when something you've
grown used to is snatched from your grasp. Before you start trying to snatch it back ask yourself
this simple question: Do you really need it? Not
only can you live without it, you may be secretly
relieved it has gone.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Your instincts
about a certain person are correct and you know
it, so don't go along with popular opinion just
because it's expected of you. It takes courage to
hold a dissenting view,especially when you can't
explain how or why you feel that way. Time will
prove that you're right.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Take a risk
today. Do something impulsive and dramatic.
Others may think you have taken leave of your
senses, but you know that even the most organized life needs to be disrupted now and again.
Throw away your schedules and timetables.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Either you'll
have some unusual ideas of your own today, or
other people's unusual views and beliefs will
fascinate you. Either way, your mind is beginning to accept theories you may have previously
rejected as naive or ignorant. Your world view is
about to change.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov.21 ): A partner or
colleague may do something today that annoys
you more than words can say. Prove your selfdiscipline by refusing to be rattled. You'll turn the
situation to your own advantage when the time is
right, but for now you must contain your anger.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
know better than to ignore your urges. Suppressing them is at best a temporary solution. If you
get the urge to travel or socialize when you should
be working today, don't think twice. Drop what
you're doing and make an early start to the weekend. You'll feel better for it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): The
first rule of business is not to be sentimental.
When tough decisions need to be made you can't
allow your feelings to affect yourjudgment. The
same can be said of your personal life today but
in reverse: Your feelings are all-important, regardless of what the facts may tell you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Be yourself today: Embrace the part of you that is suspicious of tradition. The revolutionary approach is
the right approach, at least for the next 24 hours.
You won't be able to change the world, but you
can change something that makes life easier for
someone else. It's a start.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You may
have the nagging feeling that you've forgotten
something. It may be important, it may be
trivial, but it could annoy you intensely. Before
the day is through you'll have remembered what
it is — and forgotten why you felt it was so
important to recall.

E-mail: SCOTTADAMS@AOL.COM

For Tuesday, February 3
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WRITE YOUR MARITAL
STATUS ON THIS LIST,
50 I KNOW WHO
HA5 NO REASON TO
GO HOME AT NIGHT.

DANG! WHAT ARE THE'
ODDS YOU'D ALL BE
POLYGAMISTS ? I

New York Times Daily Crossword
30 Prefix with cycle 58 Irish offshoot
ACROSS
61
-MutUel
31 Cut into cubes
1"I give up!"
62 Worker
6 Does and bucks 33 Electrical
protection org
pioneer Nikola
10 Writer Hunter
37 Billions of years 63 From Mars,say
14 Environment64 Margin
friendly energy 39 House of the
65 Airline to Tel
Seven Gables
choice
Aviv
site
15 Gather leaves
66 Sat and did
16 It's full of shafts 41 Exhibition
nothing
42 Gloomy, in
17 French love
67 Requisite
44 "Alltsrayies
affair
68 Specks
18 Products of a
69 Pre-1917
16-Across
46 Playwright
Russian rulers
Burrows
19 Customer
20 Hatfield-McCoy 47 Flood
embankment
affair
DOWN
49 Displayed ennui
21 Place of bliss
1 It has its
51 Entertain, as
23 Stick-on
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with stories
25 "Here's to your
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and others
54 1924 Ferber
2 Alaskan
novel
26 Hotelier Hilton
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55 Place of bliss
28 Make drunk
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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Puzzle by Mary E. Brinclamour
27--about

(circa)
28 Contradict
29 Paradise
32 Eatery
34 Place of bliss
35 Earring site
361n wonderment
38 On the payroll
40 Giuliani, e.g.
43 Depend (on)
45 Inventor's
workplace
48 Said no to

56 Nobel Peace
Prize city
authority
57 One of the five
51 Come of age
W's
52 Get around
53 Stuff to the gills 59 Séance holder
60 Quashes
54 Flippered
63 River islet
animals

50 Exercises, as

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships,family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Roy's perspective central in 'Eleven Seconds'
By Mike Reynolds
Maine Campus staff
Talking with Travis Roy is a weird experience; not that he is a strange guy or anything, but the reality that he's a college
student, not a media monolith, sunk in as I
conversed with him about a multitude of
topics, from remembering when he used to
play against my high school's team to accessibility problems in Boston. The conversation came on a late Sunday night after playing phone tag with him, and to some extent,
various members of his family through the
Ice Storm.
Over the past two
and a half years, the
scope of interest his
injury has brought in
the media,especially
in Maine, has been
overwhelming, and
as a person with a disability, I've wanted
to meet him, but not
in the capacity of a
journalist at a press
conference, where I
couldn'tget very personal. Roy finally
adds his personal
view, a perspective
lost in the media circus, with the publication of his book "Eleven
Seconds,"released Jan. 14 by Warner Books.
Roy co-wrote the book with E.M. Swift,
a senior sports writer for Sports Illustrated,
who played hockey for Princeton.
"He came in twice a week for four hours
a day," Roy says."I would talk to him about
my life. It was like I gave him the pieces of
a puzzle and he put it together."
Roy said he met with Smith for two
months.
"I've heard real positive stuff about it,"
Roy said when asked about the feedback he
is receiving about the book.
Roy's book is a great read. It's easy to
relate to the life of a guy who grew up in
Maine who spent years of his life dedicated
to the sport of hockey. Many readers probably didn't know he went to three different
schools and spent five years in high school
to attain his own goal of playing division I
hockey.
One theme that shines through in the
writing ofthe book is the tremendous support
his family has given him throughout his life
besides the support he got from his family in
his pursuits in hockey when his father was a
college hockey player and coach for the Maine
Mariners, for whom Travis was a stick boy
when he was a kid. When I was recently at a
concert in Portland a banner hung in front of
section B with Roy's Boston University number 24 serving as a reminder of indeed how
much support he received not only from his
family but many strangers.
One of the most intriguing aspects of the
book are his own feelings during many of
the events surrounding the years since his
injury.
From very early on, a number of people
rushed to help Travis with the expenses
related to his injury.

In the book, Roy details much of the
horror he felt in the moments immediately
after the accident. When his father was walking out to the ice at the time, one of the
comments Travis made was,"I made it." His
dad and him both started crying. Later that
night he needed his oxygen mask removed to
kiss his girlfriend before entering surgery.
The terror running through his mind grips the
reader through the pages of the book.
Much of the book deals with the long
process of rehabilitation that people with
spinal cord injuries undergo after their
injury. Roy is very honest, sometimes
painfully so, in
the ways he describes his life,
the pain of sitting in the hospital bed for
months and the
enjoyment he
had going out
into a parking lot
during a snow
storm in Boston.
"It was a little
therapeutic," Roy
said about writing the book. "It
was not as hard to
write about the
actual accident
because I have been asked so many times
about it."
He also detailed his stay at the Shepard
Center, a world-famous rehab center in Atlanta. His book details his intense rehab to
regain more use of his body.
Yet while he was in rehab, he also had
to deal with the media,like having to schedule press conferences to deal with the volume of interview requests. His accounts of
being recognized by virtually every waiter
and waitress on the East Coast seem bittersweet, yet as the book progresses, they
become almost hysterical.
The book also gave Roy a chance to
write things he couldn't express publicly,
such as his feelings after he was asked to run
the 1996 Olympic Torch,an experience that
Roy described as awkward, because he felt
he had been asked because he had broken his
neck, not because of his athletic achievements. He soon learned that with the media
following his every move it was often impossible to express one's true feelings. On
the torch run, he easily expresses it in the
book saying how it really "sucked" because
it was for all the wrong reasons.
Roy does show some great moments in
this book, such as his sister's wedding, his
trips with his girlfriend, and how she would
visit Atlanta and how they escaped to The
White Mountains for a long weekend.
One relationship Roy seems to cherish
most is with his coach,Jack Parker. Through
the book, Roy uses vivid descriptions on
how their relationship helped him through
the various stages of his rehabilitation.
Roy did much of the work involved with
the book between September and November 1996, while he was making the difficult
transition of being a college student with a
disability.

Later that night he
needed his oxygen mask
removed to kiss his
girlfriend before entering
surgery. The terror
running through his mind
grips the reader through
the pages of the book.

It was also when he
made this transition that
he realized how lucky
he was to have the fund
set up for him. Even with
his excellent medical insurance,funding for personal attendant care,
which he relies upon to
continue school, is only
covered for less than 200
days a year, due to the
extent of care he needs.
The Travis Roy Fund
helps offset those expenses.
While BU was in a legal dispute over treatment
of students with learning
disabilities, Roy says he
has had a good experience with the university,
which is often criticized
for its old buildings,which
are barely accessible.
And since the publication of his book, he has
stopped dating his longtime girlfriend.
"We still talk, she is
still important in my life,' Roy said.
Travis Roy is settling into college life
rather fine. His grade-point average last
semester makes mine look horrible. His
social life is "really great" and he's listed
as an assistant coach in BU's Media
Guide, although he says he mostly just
hangs out with the team. Roy, who is a

communications major, may do some
public relations work when he graduates.
His book is being shopped around Hollywood, with the possibility of a film being
optioned. Roy also gives speeches on an
occasional basis. I'd say he has made it,
and think "Eleven Seconds" is a timely
work of writing.

Photographer turned subject

Maine photographer Jonathan Bailey is all smiles at the University of
Maine Museum of Art's gallery opening Friday evening. Bailey's work
will be featured, along with "North and South: Berenice Abbott's U.S.
Route 1," at the museum through March 18. Bailey shot his photographs with a $2 plastic Diana camera, which creates an image reminiscent of the earliest photographs. For information about the shows,
contact Jen Boucher at 581-3255. (Caleb Raynor photo.)
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• In theaters

While not like novel,film stands on its own
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
If you need to read a Dickens classic but
think a movie adaptation will work instead,
don't bother with "Great Expectations."
If, on the other hand,it's good entertainment and a well-developed film you're looking for,then"Great Expectations" should be
in your future.
While literary scholars may take issue
with the liberties taken with the story, including updating it to late 20th century United States,they can't deny the film,in its own
right, is a fine work of art.
Some of the names have been changed,
as well as important details in the original
story, but the filmmakers never claimed to
be staying strictly within the boundaries of
Dickens' novel.
The novel's Pip has become Finnegan
Bell(Ethan Hawke as an adult,Jeremy James
Kissner as a boy), known as Finn to everyone. He lives with his sister and her boyfriend, Joe, in Florida. As a boy, he encountered an escaped convict (Robert De Niro)
while sitting in his motorboat and drawing.
Finn agrees to bring the man bolt cutters and
food.
Shortly after the man is recaptured,
through no fault of the boy's, Finn is em-

ployed by Mrs. Dinsmoor(Anne Bancroft)
as a playmate for her niece, Estella (Gwyneth Paltrow and Raquel Beaudene). Finn
draws the girl's portrait for the old lady,
whose house is overrun with plants. It is as
iftime stopped at her estate,Paradiso Perduto(Paradise Lost), when her fiancée left her
at the altar nearly 30 years ago. She constantly listens to different versions of"Sesame Mucho" on her old record player.
This continues for several years until
Estella leaves for school in France. Years
after that,through the virtue of a mysterious
benefactor, all of Finn's dreams will come
true. He gets to move to New York and have
his work shown in a prestigious gallery.
Coincidentally, Estella is also in New York,
and the two meet again.
Finn becomes the toast of the town, also
thanks to his benefactor, but his heart is
broken by Estella, whose years with her aunt
were spent training to do just that. While he
has acquired all the material wealth and
success he could want, he has sacrificed his
happiness. He still has one dream that hasn't
come true.
The film,directed by Alfonso Cuaron,is
darkly lit. There are a few outdoor scenes
with bright sunshine, but they are mostly at
the beginning and end of the film.
One ofthe recurring cinematic themes is

Monday, Feb. 2
•"Portrayal of Blacks in the Media," by Lyombe Eko, part of "Confronting Intolerance: How
Do We Move from Oppression to Compassionate Justice?" offered by the Office of
Multicultural Student Affairs and Peace Studies, 12:15 p.m.,
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
• Course in miracles, offered Monday evenings from 6:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
at Silo Seven
Bookstore, Bangor.
For more information,
call 942-5590.

Estella (Gwyneth Paltrow) and Finn (Ethan Hawke) spend their last night
together in New York.(Courtesy photo.)
that of birds. Mrs. Dinsmoor has a parrot in
a large cage in the center of her room. Birds
flock around Finn as he draws fish from his
boat as a boy. When Finn's sister leaves
their house for the last time, a single bird
flies away from the house. Birds symbolize
freedom for the most part. The caged parrot
symbolizes Mrs. Dinsmoor's imprisonment
in her sequestered life.
Mrs. Dinsmoor's estate is beautiful, despite the weeds that overrun it. Lawn furniture,complete with dishes and canopy tents,
litters the grounds, almost becoming a part
of the nature that persists in living around it.
Hawke and Paltrow are electrifying together. In most of their scenes, tension and

passion compete for top billing. Paltrow
makes her role as the tempting and cunning
Estella look easy. Hawke's performance,
while creating the same end result, seems to
come at the expense of much more work
than his co-star's.
De Niro is, as usual,excellent. Hejumps
from murderousrage to caring withoutthinking about it. Bancroft is tragically comical.
She is both sharp and fierce, while maintaining a sense of fragility.
Literature aside,"Great Expectations"is
a film that even the studio says is "loosely
based" on Dickens. Only the most vocal
traditionalists will not get some form of
enjoyment out of the film.

From Burlington, VT

ZtrangeTolk

Tuesday, Feb. 3
•"Organometallic Methods in Organic Synthesis," part of the Department of
Chemistry Seminar Series, 11 a.m., 316 Aubert Hall.
•"Nutritional Supplement = Health and Wealth in 1998," a free presentation
offered by Silo Seven Bookstore, 7 p.m.

Monday Feb 2

7:30 am - 2:30 am

M.C.
Fernald'

Tuesday Feb 3

8:00 am - 10:00 am

Kenya AA & DownEast Blend

We do, and so will you!
1/2 Pint of Grant's Dairy milk of
your choice with the purchase of a
sandwich at M.C. Fernald's.

Try
freshly brewed coffee
VATWERllt
moist Yogurt Breads.
97% fat free!

0,74+.40vv40,,g 1-14012444Ace
How do we move from oppression to compassionate justice?

P04444,4 pe gtete,44 lie Hes44.

Thisfour-piece
creates afolky,
spacey sound
that makesfor a
very gratifying
show-going
experience.
Strangefolk's
tight, rhythmic
songs are
interfaced with
powerful
harmonies and
free- roaming
Jams_ its
audiences keep
coming back
for more.
—Relix,
August'97

Lyombe Eko,Communication & Journalism

1 12:1S - 1:30 fr..4.h.
Ivle4mfnz4
14

Presentations are free, accessible, and open to the public. For more information, contact the
Peace Studies program at 581-2609 or the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs at 581-1405.

Appearing

at: Wells Commons

UNIVERSITY

OF MAINE
AT ORONO
,k
Call 207-866-7874 to charge by phone.
on'

Wednesday, Feb.4th
Doors at 7 pm. Show at 8 pm.
ALL AGES/ $8 to UMO students/$12 to general public

dl
Look for our new CD available at Dr. Records
Strangefolk Hotline: 802-658-6453 • Welbakie: www.Strangefolk.com
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• Performance

Maine band grooves at MCA

tblfta'h '3111
Monday,Feb. 16th to UMaine!!!
"...or so the
Germans would have us believe..."

the man from
"Saturda Night Live"

Norm
Macdonald
Monday,Febuary 16th
8pm - Hutchins Concert Hall
Maine Center for the Arts
$10. w/ Umaine Student Id
Limit 4 Tickets per Student w/ ID
$15. All Others
Tickets go on sale FEB.2nd
at the MCA Box Office
1-800-MCA-TIXX / 581-1755
TDD/TTY 581-1888
Monday-Friday 9am-4pm
Mastercard/Visa accepted
($2 handling charge over phone)
The Union Board: Diversions
c,4" Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
shilients
Center for Students and Community Life
See our homepage: http://www.ume.maine.edu/-TUB/

By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
Despite the seeming inappropriateness
of the venue, Rustic Overtones was upbeat
and energetic throughout its nearly twohour set at the Maine Center for the Arts.
While the band's music is groovy and
makes people want to dance, the theater
seats in Hutchins Concert Hall were a deterrent for most, although some found room to
groove in the rows.
"The chairs got you down?"lead singerguitarist Dave Gutter asked the crowd."Pretend you're at a movie. Something interactive like that 'Rocky Horror' shit."
Toward the middle of the band's set, an
amplifier at the back ofthe stage started smoking. The band, unfazed, continued to play
while roadies replaced the damaged amp.
"I guess we shouldn't play so loud,"
Gutter said.
The band was playing its last show before heading out on a national tour. The
audience was treated to a healthy serving of
hits, as well as some of the band's lesserknown songs.
One of the latter was "Cherry," the
band's latest single. Gutter urged the audience to request the song and help the
band get more recognition.
"Any of you who are from another state,
go home and tell your friends about us," he
said.
The seven-member band was founded
by Gutter and bass player Jon Roods, who
started playing together in the fifth grade.
They added drummer Tony McNaboe,keyboard player Spencer Albee, and a threeman horn section made up of Ryan Zoidis
(alto saxophone), Dave Noyes (trombone)
and Jason Ward (baritone sax).

The band took a lot of its songs and
extended them into long jams, usually with
Zoidis carrying the solo work. The other
horn players would drift to the side of the
stage to allow Zoidis to have the spotlight all
to himself.
Throughout the show, the band shifted
gears smoothly, moving from horn-based
jams to slower ballads to more hard-core
songs. After an hour and 45 minutes, the
band "finished" its set, but the audience
didn't move.
Those in attendance, many of whom
bought their tickets just before the show,
were treated to an encore that was one long
barrage of songs with little, if any, space
between them.
The band's opening act, Indianapolisbased ska band Johnny Socko, was not wellreceived. Fans booed the band from the
moment it took the stage.
If Rustic Overtones was energetic,
Johnny Socko was like a lizard on amphetamines.The leisure suit-clad band members
spent most of their set, which lasted almost
an hour,jumping around the stage. Unfortunately, lots of energy does not signify good
music or an energetic audience.
With songs about vasectomies, David
Hasselhoff, goiter and having to go to the
bathroom in the car, the band attempted to
endear itself to the audience with moderate
success.
Perhaps part of the band's problem was
that their songs all sounded alike and the
lyrics were unimaginative. If you're going
to write a song about goiter, don't repeat the
word ad nauseam.
Johnny Socko finished its set with a
unique reworking of Journey's "Any Way
You Want It," which was much faster than
the original artists ever intended it to be.

Rustic Overones played one last show in Maine before heading out on a
national tour.(Courtsey photo.)

EXERCISE

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association

1r

The
trStudy Skills Program
Wednesdays, 3:15 p.m., Sutton Lounge
February 4
Time Management - Dwight Rideout
February 11
Note Taking - Angela Shambarger

•• *
cisicv

144

Sponsored by the Memorial Union and the Office of Commuter
Services, University of Maine. For more information call the
Office of Multicultural Affairs at 581-1405.
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• Men's hockey

Redemption in the Whittemore Center
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
DURHAM- Entering the contest Sunday afternoon with the University of New
Hampshire Wildcats, the University of
Maine men's hockey team was in the midst
of its worst losing streak since the 1989-90
season.
That all changed, however, as the Black
Bears erased their four game winless streak
by stunning the nation's third-ranked team
3-1 before a capacity crowd in the Whittemore Center.
"It was the kind of game we'd thought it
was going to be," Maine coach Shawn Walsh
said."Deep down I think our players knew
they were going to win the game if they
played their game plan the way we had to
play it."
It was the first win against New Hampshire this year and it also avenged a previous 7-0 defeat in the Whitt back in
November.
After the two teams exchanged first peMaine Center Matthias"The Bull" Trattnig battles with UNH defenseman Mark
riod power play goals, the Black Bears got White during the Black Bears'3-1 upset overthe Wildcats.(Caleb Raynor photo.)
the game winner on captain Shawn WansAfter Wildcat defenseman Jayme Filipborough's 1 1th goal of the season with a into the concept of the team concept."
owicz
blasted a shot from the right point,
little more than seven minutes remaining in
And that was what it took to knock off
the first period.
the Wildcats,who had previously been beat- Michaud made the original save,but only to
have Nolan set up in excellent position to
"We were trying to get [UNH goalie en just once at home this season.
Sean]Matile moving around because he's
Maine opened up the scoring in the game knot the game at one.
That would be all the Wildcat offense
a big goalie," Wansborough said. "I just on a Marcus Gustafsson power play strike
cut across and tried to put as much on it when he converted a rebound on a Corey would get, though,as Maine worked a tenaas I could. The D kind of semi-tipped it, Larose shotfromjust outside the leftface off cious defense by giving Michaud a solid
wall in front of him to up its record to 10-11I don't know,hit my stick and I didn't get circle.
After Matile made the original stop on a 3 overall, 7-9-2 in Hockey East play.
much on it."
"We've played six straightgames against
Wansborough had caught UNH in a line kick save, the puck slipped out to a waiting
change when he broke across the offensive Gustafsson who slammed the rebound home BC, BU and New Hampshire and five of
them were one goal games," Walsh said.
blue line and was able to penetrate the de- to give the Bears the early 1-0 lead.
However,the lead wasshort-lived as UNH "So, we're right there at the door and we
fense to get a good look on net to shoot at.
"Itfeels good to beat a good team like that tallied on its first power play on the afternoon broke the door tonight.
"It's an important one."
and we're going to be happy aboutthatgame," when Tom Nolan roofed a rebound over
"It's a big boost for our club," Michaud
Wansborough said. "Everyone has bought Maine goalie Alfie Michaud's shoulder.

said, who had to make just 16 saves in the
win."We were so close in the other games
and it's nice to get a win."
After playing through a wide open first
period of hockey, the Bears settled things
down in the second and were able to sustain
the high-powered Wildcat forwards by successfully riding them off the play and making quick clears out of their defensive zone.
The Black Bears worked a sound team
defensive effort and closed out the game in
the final minute of play on a Steve Kariya
empty net goal to stun UNH and its fans.
"Wejustexecuted our game plan," Walsh
said."We kind of have a comfortable level
playing against them and we know what to
do and we executed."
Game Notes
With the win, Maine increases its alltime record against UNH to 36-25-3.
New Hampshire hadn't lost since Miami-Ohio defeated them 4-2 back on December 28.
Maine also improved to 10-1-1 in games
in which they lead after two periods of play
and 8-4-1 when they score the first goal of
the game.
In the RPI index, which ranks teams on
a variety of categories, UNH was ranked
No. 1 in the country. The NCAA looks
heavily upon the RPI index when determining who is in and who is out come tournament time.
The Black Bears also spoiled the Wildcats' bid for first place in the league as well.
Had UNH won the game, they would have
taken sole possession of first.
UNH captain° Mark Mowers did register his 100th career assist in the losing
cause.
The Bears are now just four points out of
fourth place and that final home ice spot for
the Hockey East playoffs.Maine trails Northeastern who will be in town Thursday night
at Alfond Arena.

• Men's basketball

Black Bears come up short in Durham
By Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff
DURHAM-Playing two short-handed
games in a 14 hour span was too much to ask
as the University of Maine men's basketball
team dropped a classic 90-89 double overtime decision to New Hampshire on Saturday and played fatigued and without the
services of Marcus Wills in a 81-57 loss to
Towson Sunday.
"With regards to Saturday'ssame I was
very disappointed with the loss but pleased
with the positive things happening on our
team," head coach John Giannini said.
Maine(5-14, 2-9 America East) had a
seven pointlead with under two minutes left
in regulation against the Wildcats but could
not hold that lead as New Hampshire guard
Carmen Maciarello drained two three-pointers to bring his team within one point at 7271 with just 11 seconds remaining.
The two teams ran a stalemate in the first
overtime with Rahsaan Thompson giving
the Black Bears a 79-78 lead on two free

throws with only 8 seconds to go.
Carlos Bradbury was fouled on the next
play and sent the game into double overtime
by connecting on one of his free throw
attempts.
In the final period the teams took turns
holding the lead. Maine Forward, Allen
Ledbetter, who finished the game with 22
points and 13 rebounds gave the Black Bears
an 84-81 advantage by converting a lay-up
and three foul shots with less than three
minutes left in the contest.
Maciarello then connected on a jumper
and swished a three-pointer at the 1:15 mark
to give the Wildcats a 86-84 advantage.
Maine put the score at 90-89 with just 3
seconds left when forward Todd Tibbetts hit
a desperation three. The Black Bears then
stole the inbounds baseball pass beyond the
midcourt line but had no time outs left and
Ledbetter was forced to throw up a prayer
that fell far short of the hoop.
"I thought our defense was pretty good.
I thought we had players rise to the occasion
without Fred Meeks in the game,especially

Colin Haynes and Rahsaan Thompson," and fatigued from the 50 minute thriller
Giannini said. "I thought there were a lot of completed just 13 hours before tip-off.
"This game was a nightmare in every
positives besides the loss."
Giannini said. "Marcus gets inrespect,"
Maciarello
UNH (8-10,4-6) was led by
and
is unable to play, obviously we
jured
Bradbury
who nailed 27 points and Carlos
fatigued after having played
extremely
were
added
12
Acres
with 18 points. Senior Matt
last night we were just
late
minutes
50
for the Wildcats.
to compete in this game."
not
able
physically
with
Bears
Marcus Wills led the Black
3-8) was on the heels
(5-14,
Towson
career23 points. Colin Haynes chipped in a
loss
to America East
fought
a
hard
of
high 19 for Maine.
Vermont.
leader
game
Sunday: Maine entered Sunday's
with the Towson State Tigers undermanned
See MEN'S HOOP on page 14

FROM THE DEN
ormer Maine men's basketball legend, Skip
Chappelle scored his 1000th career point
against Colby College. It wasn't the only time a
milestone was broke against Colby as former
Black Bear great Terry Carr also broke the 1,000
point plateau against the White Mules.
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Mens' hoop
.
It didn't take Towson long to build a lead in a two minute span with 8:24 remaining
17
with
scoring
in
Tigers
the
led
Biggs
out
came
on the Black Bears as the Tigers
.
rebounds
six
and
15
added
Lexer
points.
half
first
the
firing three-pointers early in
13
n
chipped-i
dePablo
and
Barber
Brian
gap
13-4
hitting four to open up an early
and 12 points respectively.
with 15:37 remaining in the first half.
The Black Bears were led by Ledbetter
Towson
oint
Maine chopped a sixteen-p
scored 18 and pulled down a gamewho
threea
after
lead down to five at 34-29
rebounds. Colin Haynes put in 16
eight
high
by
lay-up
a
and
pointer by Dade Faison
six boards and Corey Thigrabbed
and
the
in
go
to
Allen Ledbetter with 57 seconds
11 points.
added
bodeau
lay-in
a
on
half
the
half. The Tigers ended
Black Bears will look to
The
up:
Next
.
advantage
36-29
by Ryan Lexer and a
way Tuesday night as
big
a
in
back
bounce
Marcus
to
injury
ankle
Foul troubles, an
CataWills and sizzling shooting from the floor the America East leading Vermont
was too much for the fatigued Black Bears mounts come to town.
Vermont(14-6, 8-3) crushed the Black
to overcome in the second half as Towson
Tip-offfor
opened up a sixteen point lead at the 17:47 Bears back in November 90-64.
p.m.
Tuesday night's action is 7:30
mark on three-pointers by Raul dePablo.
"If we're fresh and have at least Marthe
difference
the
up
make
not
could
Maine
will be comrest ofthe way as the Tigers increased their lead cus or Fred in the game we
to win the
to 65-44 as talented 6-foot-6 forward Ralph petitive and have a chance
Biggs elevated his game and rolled in 10 points game," Giannini said.

PRESENTING THE
MOST IMPOR1ANT
INSTRUMENT IN
E TREATMENT
F.STROKE.
Your
telephone
can make
the difference
between a stroke
that may take a few
weeks of recovery and one
that takes a life. Because the
faster you call an ambulance and get
of
to the hospital, the greater your chancecontact
Iimiting brain damage_ 'Do learn more,
ion.
your nearest American Heart Associat
can
YOu con help pr-euent heart disease. We
tell yaw hate.
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What's Going On?
Pick up the phone and call:

581 4Horr
The Campus Events Hotline
•••
)
ITS

is a service provided by the
Center for Students and Community Life
and The Union Board: Diversions

ëñts
stUIi
and community life
To advertise an event through this service call 581-1406 or 581-1735
or pick up an ad form at the Memorial Union Information Center
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• Women's Basketball

Suffering a let down,UNH shocks Maine
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff

"Giving up 75 points and 40 in the second half, you'd have to say(we were) surprised,definitely," Maine head coach Joanne
Justfour days after being involved in one Palombo-McCallie said."We did not have
shocker,a record crowd of5,892 saw Maine the intensity we needed to have."
find themselves in another.
Cindy Blodgett scored a game-high 25
Except this one wasn't as kind to the points to go with seven rebounds,but also had
Black Bears.
nine turnovers. Jamie Cassidy had a doublean
held
Hampshire
New
of
The University
double with 11 points and 10 rebounds.
all-around sluggish Maine to just 28 secondBlodgett's points give her 2,656 for her
turnBears
Black
25
forced
and
half points
career, passing Carolyn Thompson for 10th
overs to upset the three-time America East on the NCAA Division I career leaders list.
champions 75-65 at Alfond Arena Sunday.
Kim Kassik netted a career-high 19 points
The loss snaps Maine's 38-game confer- for the Wildcats. Budding star Orsi Farkas
ence winning streak at Alfond, including had 18 points, and Steph Schubert had 10.
playoff games, that dates back to Feb. 27,
Jonesport-Beals, Maine,native Jan Beal
1994, when Drexel knocked off the Bears scored six points for UNH.
72-71.
An Andrea Clark layup midway through
"I think coming into this game especial- the first halfgave Maine their biggestlead at
ly,the seniors wanted to come out and show nine at 24-15.But the Wildcats battled back,
that, yes,(Maine)is beatable, and we are no paced by Schubert and Kassik.
pushover," senior guard Kelly Karl said.
Two Schubert free throws gave UNH a
UNH jumps to 8-10, 5-5 in the confer- 35-34 lead with five seconds left in the half,
ence. Maine falls to 13-4, 8-2 conference. but Blodgett was fouled on a 3-point attempt
They will face Towson State on Wednesday and converted all three to give the Black
night at Alfond.
Bears a 37-35 lead going into the break.

Maine started the second half slow, and Today,wecame out like they are as beatable
the Wildcats took advantage. UNH ran to a as anyone else, and that just set the tone,"
21-11 run and took an eight-point lead with Karl said.
Johnson used a zone defense instead of
just over seven minutes to play.
The Black Bears got within two points the normal man-to-man that Maine usually
with five minutes to play. But for every excels at breaking down. It worked as the
Maine offensive burst,UNH had an answer, Bears hit just under 46 percent from the
floor, an unusually low number for the No.
this one being a Kassik 3-pointer.
Maine would not get any closer,as seven 1 offense in the conference.
"When you have players like Cindy
free throws in the last 53 seconds sealed
Blodgett and Jamie Cassidy,it's not in your
their fate.
UNH head coach Sue Johnson wanted best interestto stay in one defense too long,"
her players to attack the basket more and be Johnson said."We wanted to come in and
more aggressive on the offensive end than throw somezone looks atthem and mix it up
when Maine defeated them in mid-January. a bit, and it was successful."
"(One thing)that helped our defense was
UNH has a tendency to follow big Maine
when we attacked the basket, we got Jamie in wins or losses this season. The Wildcats
foul trouble," Johnson said. "She was in and played Drexel two days after they upset the
out of the game with foul trouble, and that Black Bears almost two weeks ago,coming
out with a 66-58 win.
really throws off your rhythm as a player."
Now,they will go into Hartford on TuesKarl said that the team got over the
intimidation factor of playing the America day trying to avoid a similar letdown.
"This is a big win. We have to get right
East juggernaut Black Bears, which was
tough considering the enemy surroundings. back to the drawing board tomorrow. We'll
"Two weeks ago, we came in timid and celebrate today, but tomorrow, it's right
a little bit scared; "Oh my gosh, Maine." back to work," Johnson said.

• Women's hockey

Maine stumbles at home in Fill era battle
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff

Sandy Paine en route to a 3-1 victory
over Rick Filighera's Maine unit at Bouchard Arena.
After a slow start, the Tigers (6-3-3
The University of Maine women's
hockey team hit a speed bump in its road overall, 4-2-3 Alliance) took advantage
to the playoffs, dropping two key home of the tired Bears, who were playing a
day game after a night game.
games this weekend.
Rick Filighera summed it up in just
The losses further entrenched the
Black Bears (5-5-2 overall, 3-5-1 ECAC one word: depth.
"[RIT] was running three lines, I had
Alliance) into third place in the Alliance's East division (Only two teams two lines for two days," said Rick, who
from each division qualify for the play- was facing his former team for the first
time since arriving at Maine this season.
offs).
snapped
Maine's
fivealso
"When
you run them for two days straight,
losses
The
streak.
s
that'
unbeaten
how
they started chipping away.
game
Sunday — Rochester Institute of We got tired.
"There's no excuses. We played well
Technology 3, Maine 1
in the first period. It came down to depth."
BREWER — Score one for Bob.
Forward Sandy Paine led the way for
In the first-ever Filighera Bowl, Bob
Filighera's RIT squad rode two goals by RIT, notching two goals.

•Student Discounts

7 nights from $299!
Includes RI air, hotel. 24 hours of free
drinks and weekly party schedule of
spring break events! Organize 15
friends and EARN A FREE TRIP!

Call today! Space is limited

CLASgravel

1800648-4849
On-CampusContact:
Jorunniah 581-7982
Janne, 521-6785
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Special• $664647

Men's
Cuts only $6.00
with student I.D.

I

Call for an appointment
Expires May 15, 1998 "

COURSE

.1 Professional Bartending Training
I Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job
•Become a Talented, Socially Conscious Bartender
•National Restaurant Association
Alcohol Awareness Program

call Nc'w

TRAWL
SERV.CIIS
1344 Ashton 72r_, Hanover, 1,40 21076
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The Tigers came out roaring (no pun
The game was a physical, penaltyfilled affair as the two teams combined intended) in the second, netting goals at
for 24 penalty minutes, quite a bit for the beginning and at the end of the period.
women's hockey.
RIT's first tally came when Kristine
Neither team was able to take control Pierce clanked her shot off the post for
of the game until Maine's Alison Lorenz an unassisted goal just 1:05 into the
pilfered the puck from RIT's Andrea frame.
RIT gradually chipped away at Maine
Talerico in the Tiger zone and shifted
past RIT goaltender Melissa Norris to put until the 19:12 mark, when Paine gave
the Tigers the go-ahead goal, squeezing
Maine on the board first.
Down 1-0 after one period,Bob Filigh- the puck through a crack between Maine
era gave his charges a wake-up call. What goaltender Amy Oliver and the goal post.
"That was just a lucky little deflecwas actually said is unknown, but one
tion," Payne said. "There wasn't much I
thing is certain: the players listened.
"I came into the locker room and gave could do with the puck so I just tried to
the guys the riot act because they weren't bounce it off and see what happened."
Payne proved to live up to her name in
playing so well, we were standing
around," Bob said. "[Maine] took it to us the third period as well, wristing a shot
in the first period, but after that, these
See WOMEN'S HOCKEY on page 16
guys stepped it up a little bit."

3 Mill Street
Orono.

HOURS
Mon - Thurs 9-7
Fri 9-5
Sat 9-2
Walk-ins welcome

I Taught by Seasoned Boston Bartenders
space'S tirnited
•Great Part-time or Summer Job

1-800-467 20?egt
University Motor Inn
Orono, Maine
Friday, February 6th
6:00 PM
t
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from page 15

Women's hockey
over the head of a fallen Oliver for the
insurance goal.
"I just happened to be in the right
place," Payne said. "[RIT's] Wendy
Wright and Maria Lewis were working
hard getting the rebound out there, and it
just happened to bounce to my stick."
Amy Oliver made 25 saves for Maine,
while Norris had 17 for RIT.
Hustleboard: 534
Saturday — Rensselaer 8, Maine 5
Put it this way: No one was passing
the Prozac after this one.
In a game that featured more twists and
turns than your typical L.A. freeway,
Maine hung tough before falling to RPI in
an 8-5 thriller Saturday at Alfond Arena.
Both teams' coaches expressed admiration for the never-say-die attitude of
their respective squads.
"We've had some fight in us all year,"
RPI coach Ryan Stone said. "It was good
to see."
"I told them a lot [that] you need the
heart of a champion," Maine coach Rick
Filighera said.
Alison Lorenz netted two goals for
Maine, while Cindy Acropolis, Robyn

Miller, and Anaus Cunha had two apiece
for RPI (9-3-2 overall, 5-1-2 Alliance).
The fans barely had time to settle in
their seats before Miller, Acropolis, and
Cunha lit the lamp in the first period to
give the Engineers an instant 3-0 lead.
Filighera was willing to take some of
the burden for Maine's sluggish start.
"I'll take some blame on the fact that
we tried shadowing a bit in the first period," Filighera said. "We weren't doing
the right things."
Though the cards seemed to be stacked
against them, the Bears refused to throw
in the proverbial towel.
With a little more than a minute left in
the first, Christina Hedges rebounded
Lorenz' shot into the net to put the Bears
on the board.
Maine used its new-found momentum
to its advantage in the second. After a
penalty to RPI's Acropolis, Lorenz poked
an open puck into the net at 5:05 to put
Maine within one.
"We got off to kind of a slow start, but
we have a lot of desire and we knew we
could pop a couple," Lorenz said. "We
got a couple goals and got our momen-

turn back. It was a battle to the end."
After gradually clawing away at the
Engineers throughout the period, Alicia
Gilmore finally grabbed the equalizer for
Maine on a backhander at 17:05.
"Alison [Lorenz] had the puck down
in the corner, she circled around and
brought it back and waited and gave me
an excellent pass," Gilmore said.
The celebration was short-lived, however, as RPI fought back in the third on
goals by Cunha and Miller.
After trading goals, Maine crawled
back to within one at 12:26, when Lorenz
blasted a perfect Hedges pass from behind the net past RPI goaltender Nina
Lynch (24 saves) to make the score 6-5
Engineers.
"It was an excellent play," Lorenz
said. "Hedges worked so hard behind
the net.[The RPI players] were all watching her work so hard and they just left
me there. There was nobody within five
feet of me, and she put her head up, and
she saw me. It was a great pass right on
my stick."
Maine'schance fora miracle ended when
defenseman Allison Haley was called for

roughing at 18:06. Smelling a chance to put
Maine away, RPI did just that, as Bridget
Lalloir blew a slap shot past Maine goaltender Amy Oliver (25 saves) at 18:26 to
give RPI a two-goal lead again.
"Our power play has been phenomenal all year," Stone said. "We move the
puck well in the offensive zone. When
you take one player out, we're able to do
things quick."
Acropolis added another goal just fifteen seconds later to close out the scoring.
Hustleboard: About 450.
Broken Sticks:
Attendance for Saturday's tilt was 175,
the highest since November 15, when
250 turned out for the opener against
Sacred Heart.
"The people that were there, I hope
that they would want to come back,"
Filighera said. "The people were exited,
and they were enthused. There was a lot
of enthusiasm on that ice.
"I'm sorry, but sometimes the women exhibit that enthusiasm that you don't see from
the men. It was that college atmosphere."
Maine defenseman Stephanie Gabriele
sang the national anthem at Sunday's game.

Your opinion matters

UNIlaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride_
Read it in Sports.

Write a letter to the editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

1.1Plaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

HELP
WANTED

The Maine Campus

The Maine Campus

500 Summer Jobs/ 50 camps/
you chose NY, PA, New England. Instructors needed:
Tennis, Roller-Hockey, Basketball, Lifeguards, WSI, Baseball, Gymnastics, Sailing, Outdoor Ed. Arlene Streisand 1800-443-6428

Summer positions at private camp
for girls in Vermont. Lochearn
Camp seeks counselors/activity
instructors for studio/performing arts, field sports, gymnastics,
summer employment
tennis, water sports (LGT, WSI Alaska
industry. Excellent
fishing
for swimming), English riding,
& benefits potential.
earnings
hiking. Senior staff positions for
employers. Ask us
All
major
leadership trainer, program co-3115 ext.
517-324
now!
ordinator, division heads, RN.
A50671
Join our "community of goodness" for a rewarding summer! Summer camp counselors
Drug, alcohol and smoke-free. needed for Premiere Camps in
Call 1-800-235-6659 or e-mail Massachusetts. Positions for
Lochearn@aol.com.
talented, energetic, and fun
loving students as counselors
Summer Jobs with Upward
in all team sports including
Bound. Work with high school
roller hockey, all individuals
students on the UMaine campus.
sports such as tennis & golf,
We need Language Arts, Foreign
waterfront and pool activities
Language, Mathematics, Science
and specialty activities includTeachers and TAs,Integrated Curing art, dance, theatre, gymriculum Specialist, Residential Tunastics, newspapers & radio.
tor Counselors (TCs), Residential
Salaries, room, board and
Director, Work Experience Coortravel. June 20th-August 19th.
dinators (2 positions), Volunteer
Enjoy a great summer that
Experience Coordinator, Workpromises to be unforgettable.
shop Coordinator, Nurse/Health
Mah-Kee-Nac (Boys): 1-800Educator, Weekend Camping
753-9118 Danbee (Girls): 1Trips Coordinators. Summerwork8 0 0 - 3 9 2 - 3 7 5 2 .
study especially helpful. Excellent
www.campkn.com
professional experience. Room
and board available for some po- P/T office help/collections. 6sitions. Details/application: Up- 9 evenings. Casual dress. Start
ward Bound; 226 Chadbourne @5.25/hour. Call 942-4032
Hall; UMaine; 581-2522

S
Bear Brew Pub upstairs
bar now open Thursday
nights at 8:30. Saturday= Rib Night 3/4 rack=
$10.95 1/2 rack= $7.95.

PERSONALS
Erotic Sensations(Formerly Exotica)
Exotic dancers male and female for
any occasion call 990-0425.

HEY STUDENTS! DO YOU WANT
TO CHANGE THINGS IN YOUR
ARE YOU READY TO STUDY COMMUNITY? WANT TO HELP
IN CANADA THIS FALL? WITH BUMSTOCK?STOP BY THE
Feb 9 app. deadline com- OFFCAMPUSBOARDOFFICE3RD
ing soon. Programs at uni- FLOOROFTHEUNIONORCALL1versities in NB, NS, PQ, ON, 1840. MEETINGS ARE MONDAYS
BC. Contact Canadian- AT4:00INTHEBANGORLOUNGE
American Center at 581- IN THE UNION.
4225
Norm Macdonald in the MCA
Buck-AFeb. 16....See ad inside..ttyb:
Bear Brew Pub
a
for
The Union Board!
Brew= 10 oz. drafts
9:00PMbuck Sun- Wed
11:00F'M
SPRI NG

BREAK
APARTMENTS

SPRING BREAK ***DON'T GET
BURNED*** Sun Splash Tours!!
BREAK CO.
Private rooms on campus only 270/ THE RELIABLE SPRING
DestinaHottest
12 YEARS EXP.
mo all util. inc. Tim @ 866-0283
Trips,
FREE
PRICES!
tions! LOWEST
Old
1-800in
rent
SunSplash
!H
for
LG room
Parties-Drinks!
Town. $240/month all util 4 2 6 - 7 7 1 0
incl. Share bath & kitchen. www.sunsplashtours.com
Call 866-2449.
Rent free 1/2 month 5 rooms
2/3 bdrms includes all utilities
washer/dryer, parking, patio,
yard $600 469-7839

SPRING BREAK '98!! Cancun,
Florida, Bahamas, Jamaica.
Group discounts + free drink
parties. Sell 5 + go for free!
Book now!!! 1-800-234-7007

BREAK!!
SPRING
#1
CITY/PADRE
PANAMA
*U.S.- #1 DESTINATIONS*
Best Western fr: $89/Days
Inn & Ramada fr: $109 FREE
TRIP/PARTIES SunSplash 18 0 0 - 4 2 6 - 7 7 1 0
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
Spring Break '98! Panama City
beach front hotels fr $99! 7
nights beach front, free drink
parties, & free cover @ best
bars! 1-800-234-7007
**SPRING BREAK '98 SPECIALS** 24 HOURS OF FREE
DRINKS in Cancun! 21 HOURS
OF FREE DRINKS and $50 discount w/student I.D. to the Bahamas! No second semester
price increases! Sell only 15
trips & travel free! Call CLASS
TRAVEL, North America's largest student tour operator! CALL
NOW! 1-800-838-6411

FOR SALE
147cm ride snowboard halfpipe
model baseless binding brand new
condition call Mark 827-3555
1974 Guild electric guitar. Hollow-bodied cherry finish one pickup. Beautiful cond. Plays great
$450 obo

